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SYI\JOPSIS
The Mechanism Method of analysis, as utilized in plastic
design of structural steel, is characterized by the selection
and investigation of possible hinge patterns required to produce
failure. Each of the possible mechanisms will have associated
"tvi th it a certa.in critical load required to cause its forma4tion e
That mechanism which forms under the lowest load is the mode
by 1pThich t11e structure will eventually fa.il. The design
engineer is continually faced with the problem of omitting
sometimes obscure critical mechanisms. It is normally necessary
to complete an equilibril1m check on the proposed. criticB_l case.
If the plastic moment is not exceeded at any section within the
structure, the proposed failure mechanism is assumed correcta
The object of this study is to establish domains or
combinations of load-geometry whicll will define these failure
mechanisms and eventually eliminate the need for the time
consuming', tedious lllomen-t c11eck.
I NTR0DUC-TI ON
The design of single and two s,tory, flat roofed, portal
frames in accordance plastic theory utilizes the mechanism
method of analysis due to the difficulty incurred in construc-
tion of correct equilibrimfi moment diagrams. The final design
mechanism would. be that luechanism which result-ed in the lowest
possible load (upper bound. theorum) and for which the moment
at any section of the frame would be less than the plastic
momen't. From the veiwpoint of the designer, the primary obstacle
in frame design was the moment check required to insure that
the proposed mechanism was the actual failure mechanism.
Professors George C. Driscoll, Jr. and Robert L. Ketter,
under the supervision of Professor Lynn S. Beedle at Lehigh
University, Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, initiated, a program of
study to investigate the intricacies and establish the
relationships between load and geometry of structural frames.
The information con~ained herein is but a minor contributjon
toward that overall objective.
This study c~mmenced with a short literature reveiw
of the applicable background information including, primarily,
a reveiw of the progress of Dr. Driscoll and Dr. Ketter.
Failure domains were then established for the single story
flat roofed portal frame subject to uniform vertical loads
and concentrated side loads (wind). A logical progression
to the two story flat roofed frame followed. Within the
frame under initial study, the moment capacity of all
members was equal; the side loads were equal and the story
heights were equal. Using the data and computations from
these limited cases as a basis of study, the final frame
was investigated. Loads and geometry were varied and the
equations for Mp derived. These equations were then
equated and failure domains were established.
ASSUMPTIONS
1) Standard momerit curvature relationship for structural
steels applicable
2) No structural instability prior to ultimate load
3) First order theory applicable - e~lilibrium conditions
can be formulated on the undeformed structure
4) Connections provide full continuity for transmission
of plastic moment
5) Reduction of plastic moment due to application of
shearing and normal forces is neglected
6) Proportional loading
GENERAL CONCEPTS
Failure domains were established throughout this paper by
the following general approach:
a) All possible mechanisms were established
b) Eauilibrium is formulated and the principal of
virtual displacement is utilized on each mechanism
to compute the plastic moment capacity (the
concept of instantaneous center is used to advantage
on the more complex structures).
c) The Mp expressions for individual mechanisms are
equated to establish the final domains or regions
of significance. '
NOTE: The simplifying assumption of replacing the uniformly
distributed horizontal loads with a concentrated load at the
windward joints is utilized. The simplification leads to slight-
ly conservative results.
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CASE I
Single story Flat Roofed -Portal Frame (Constant Mp)
All possible failure nechanisms for the frame under stlldy
are tabula.ted on the following pages. The a,ssociated Mp values
have been calculated by equating Wext.and Wint. as determined
by the standa.rd virtual displacement 11lethod 'and B.re listed
beside their corresponding mechanism. Domains are then
established by equating pairs of Mp/wlz values.
Example of Domain Establishment
Case I - Equating M2 values for Mechanisms I and III.
wI 1
ME (Mechanism I) = 1
wl~ ~
Mp (rVIechanism III) = -} [J~A-z.fl+A]WI 1 -,
\CoA'+z4A-7=O
1.
= 4"Solution by the Quadratic Equation yields A
(Domain line between Mechanisms I and III)
Similarly the ME value for Mechanisms I and II were equated
wl~
and the finally established domains are shown on the following
graph.
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CASE II TWO STORY,FLAT ROOFED FRAME
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CASE III TWO S~ORY, FLAT ROOFED FRAME (Variable loads & geometry)
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CASES II AND III
Since Case II is nothing more than a special limitation
of Case III the ensuing discussion is applicable to both. The
possibl~ failure mechanisms listed were analyzed in accordance
with the outline listed under "General Concept~. The mechanisms
are listed with these corresponding Mp values. The ~ expressions
were then equated in a manner sinlilar to the example previously
discussed. The resulting domains for Case II are shown in the
following graph.
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CONCLUSION
The original purpose of this report, as previously stated,
was to establish failure domains for the one and two story, flat
roofed, single bay frames. Although Failure Domain Charts are
plotted for Cases I and II -the dornains for t11e tvvo story fralue
(General Tenns) are not plotted. The expressions ca,n be equated
and the failure domains be established·for almost any combination
of load and geometry. Due to the presence of ten varible~the
plotting of domain charts can only be of use if predetermined
practicle values are assigned to certain of the variables. As
an. example the factor t, \\Thich rela.tes the uniformly distributed
vertical loads at floor level and roof level can be assigned
the value t if the roof and floor loading are selected from
most standard building codes as 20 and 40 Ibs. per square foot
respectively. Similar variable elimination can be accomplished
and a series of domain charts applicable to speciallY limited
cases can be plotted.
The expaIls,i,on of tIle concept of establishing failure doma_ins
to include the multi-story, multi-bay case is of questionable
value. The addi-tional variables incurred would very likely
result in a U11duly in-tricate, tedious and involved luathematical
analysis.
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NO~JII!~NCLATURE
fully plastic moment valueu
noneimensional parameter, relating the height of a
column to the span lengths
function va.llle it
w =
A,B =
L =
c =:
vrext ::
Wint ::
=
=
nondimensional parameter, relating the fully plastic
moment values of members.
distributed vertical load per unit length.
nondimensional parameter, relating the horizontal
force a~ting on a structure (or the hypothetical
"overturning" moment of one part of a structure on
the adjacent part) to the vertical loads. It is
assumed that A results in positive work being done
as the structure fails.
length measurement. Can be total span length or
fractional part of it.
constant.
external work associated with a virtual displacement
of an assmued mechanism.
internal work B_ssociated with a virtllB.l displacement
of an assumed mechanism.
nondimensional parameters, defining the distance to
the plastic hinge in the ra.fter of a strllcture.
virtual rotation.
nondimentional parameter relating vertical loads.
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